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ORGANIZING BOARD OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SEMINAR: 

“FRENCH - VIETNAMESE CULTURAL EXCHANGE: ACHIEVEMENTS 

AND PERSPECTIVE” 

=============================== 

TOPICS OF RESEARCH 

(for reference) 

 

A. Educational studies 

- Culture exchange and contact in French – Vietnamese education 

- Issues in the history of Vietnamese education during the French domination 

- Program, content and method of Vietnamese education during the French 

domination 

- The French’s change in education awareness to Vietnam during the French 

domination 

- The French’s program, content and methodology – experiences for education 

reform in Vietnam at present 

- Education training in France and practical issues in application in Vietnam at 

present 

- Impact of Vietnamese culture on French intellectuals in the 20
th

 century 

- French training in Vietnam/Vietnamese training in France 

- Education in family in France and education in family in Vietnam 

- … 

-  

B.  Literatureand Linguistics 

- Impact of French literature on Vietnamese literature during the French 

domination 

- Impact of modern French literature on Vietnamese modern literature  

- Teaching French literature in Vietnam in the past and at present 

- French literature and trends of literary composition in Vietnam (from the past 

until now) 

- Vietnamese people and country in French literature in the past and at present 

- Bibliography of French literature in Vietnam/ Bibliography of Vietnamese 

literature in France 

- Vietnamese language during the French domination 
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- French people and Vietnamese language and Vietnamese people and French 

language 

- French in the development of modern Vietnamese 

- French culture in Vietnamese language 

- Vietnamese literature in French books and newspapers/ French literature in 

Vietnamese books and newspapers. 

- Vietnamese folklore and French literature 

- French-Vietnamese translated literature/ Vietnamese-French translated 

literature 

- Issues of French-Vietnamese translation 

- … 

C. Philosophy and religion 

- Impact of French philosophy on the history of Vietnamese philosophy in 

modern time 

- French philosophy in Age of Enlightenment and its impact in Vietnam 

- French philosophy of existentialism in Vietnam 

- Vietnamese intellectuals’ changes of democratic and revolutionary thought 

- Ho Chi Minh’s thought and French philosophy 

- Tran Duc Thao and modern French philosophy 

- Teaching and research of French philosophy in Vietnam in the past and at 

present 

- The cultural transition in French philosophy and Vietnamese philosophy 

- The French’s research of Vietnamese religion and belief via published works 

- Impacts of traditional cultural and religious values on the French in the history 

and now 

- Vietnamese thought in French scholars’ awareness 

- French philosophy books in Vietnam (translated books/teaching materials of all 

levels…) 

- Vietnamese people’s traditional acculturation and religious and ethical changes 

in France 

- Confucianism – issues of research in France 

- Changes of forms of beliefs in modern Vietnam 

- … 
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C.  History, archeology, ethnology and anthropology 

- French history and Vietnamese history – the acculturation and cultural 

exchange 

- Teaching French history in Vietnamese textbook and curriculum 

- France and French people in Vietnamese textbooks in the past and at present 

- Method of researching and teaching French history – experience for Vietnam 

- Vietnam in French modern history 

- Vietnam in French textbook in periods 

- France’s archeology in Vietnam/Vietnam’s archeology in France 

- French ethnology and Vietnamese ethnology 

- Vietnamese ethnologists in France/ French ethnologists in Vietnam 

- Methods of French archeology/ethnology in Vietnam 

- Vietnamese festivals during the French domination 

- Published Vietnamese and French research works of 

history/archeology/ethnology/anthropology  

- French anthropology and issues of methodology – application in anthropology 

development in Vietnam at present 

- … 

 

D.  Arts (Music, painting, urban architecture,…) 

- Impacts of French music on the history of music in Vietnam 

- Impacts of French painting schools on Vietnam’s modern painting 

- Vietnam’s traditional painting in the French acculturation during the French 

domination and at present  

- Impacts of French urban architecture on Vietnam’s modern architecture 

- French architects in Vietnam 

- Impacts of Vietnamese music, painting and architecture on the French  

- … 

 

E.  Sociology, psychology and social work 

- Impacts of French sociology on Vietnamese sociology/Vietnamese sociology in 

France 

- French methods of sociological research – application in Vietnam 

- French sociologists in Vietnam/Vietnamese sociologists in France 

- French psychology and its impact on Vietnamese psychology  

- Vietnamese traditional psychology and its impact on French in history 
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- Social works in France – experience for Vietnam 

- French research and teaching of psycholology /sociology in Vietnam 

- … 

 

G. Geography, economy and society 

- Historical materials (published or unpublished) in France about Vietnamese 

sovereignty of border, territory and islands 

- French people and issues of Vietnam’s border, territory and islands in the 

history 

- Administrative border during the French domination – current issues in 

administrative management in Vietnam 

- Vietnamese rural areas/farmers during the French domination 

- Economy of Vietnam during the French domination (trade, industry, handicraft, 

tourism…) 

- Economy of France and French’s colonial exploitation in Vietnam 

- Vietnam’s administrative border during the French domination 

- French discoveries of eco-tourism destinations and natural conservation in 

Vietnam 

- Economy and society of France when dominating Vietnam – policy adjustments 

of the government 

- Economic cooperation and development between Vietnam and France – the 

current strategic partnership 

- Impacts of France’s political thought on Vietnam’s modern political thought 

- Francophone and Vietnam 

- Vietnamese people in France at present/French people in Vietnam 

- … 


